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Support the Fulbright Scholarship Program and build an art collection. Fulbright alumni artists donate works of art to help raise funds for the scholarship program.

On January 30, in the Fulbright Forum Auditorium at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Fulbright Foundation and the Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens awarded keys to a few of the sixty-four artists/alumni who are participating in the 2002 Art Series. Representatives from the Fulbright Foundation, Greek Cultural Foundation, the Art Institute of Chicago, and the Greek Ministry of Culture were pleased to welcome new donors—Athens Examinations, and MSU Exams in Greece among others. Their support is vital and a source of continuous energy.

Three Fulbright alumnae, Dr. Zoe Detsi, Dr. Tatiani Rapti and Dr. Eleni Tsirou, gave an artist's talk during the event. In this talk, the three Fulbright scholars highlighted their work and the value of the experience of working with Fulbright scholars.

Fulbright Scholarship Fundraiser at the Benaki Art Supports Education

The Fulbright Foundation and the Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens are pleased to announce that Fulbright Scholarships at the Benaki Museum of Art, will once again be available for use in the Benaki Museum’s new art Education Scholarship Program. For more information, please visit: www.fulbright.gr

Great Ideas

The One Idea Show, an attraction of the Fulbright Foundation, celebrates the Fulbright experience and its impact on the products and practices of the 20th and 21st centuries.

The Fundraiser for the Fulbright Scholarship Program and the Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens is presented in cooperation with the American Cultural Services of the U.S. Embassy in Athens and the U.S. Consulate General in Thessaloniki.

BIOLOGY

Dr. Ioannis Ioannidis, Assistant Professor, University of Crete, Institute of Molecular Biology (IMB), for his contributions to the understanding of p53 in the context of cancer.
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Dr. Ioannis Ioannidis, Assistant Professor, University of Crete, Institute of Molecular Biology (IMB), for his contributions to the understanding of p53 in the context of cancer.
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Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens

The Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens (Greek: Ελληνική Κληρονομική Εταιρεία) is a foundation that supports cultural activities in Greece and around the world, focusing on the promotion of Greek culture and language. It operates a network of educational and cultural centers, as well as providing scholarships, grants, and fellowships to scholars and artists from Greece and abroad.

The Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens was founded in 1955 by the late Dr. Nicholas Tourides. It has since grown to become one of the largest foundations in Greece, with a membership consisting of Greek citizens and friends of Greece from around the world.

The foundation’s main objectives are to promote Greek culture and language, to support and encourage research and scholarship in the humanities and the social sciences, and to contribute to the development of cultural exchanges and cooperation between Greece and other countries.

The foundation supports a wide range of activities, including cultural events, educational projects, and research programs. It also manages a network of cultural centers in Greece and abroad, which provide opportunities for cultural exchange and interaction with the wider world.

The Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens is governed by a board of trustees, which includes prominent figures from the fields of politics, academia, and the arts.

The foundation’s headquarters are located in Athens, and it has a network of offices and cultural centers in major cities around the world. The foundation is a member of the International Association of Cultural Foundations (IAF) and is recognized as a public benefit corporation in Greece.

The Greek Cultural Foundation of Athens operates with the support of a wide range of donors, including individuals, corporations, and governments. The foundation’s financial resources are mainly derived from donations and other contributions.
Building Bridges Across the Aegean

Aiming to facilitate greater understanding and cooperation between Greece and the United States, the Fulbright Foundation has initiated a unique program that brings together educators from both countries. The Fulbright Scholars in the Humanities Program is designed to foster cross-cultural dialogue and academic exchange.

American Studies Resources Portal

The American Studies Resources Portal (ASRP) is a comprehensive online database that offers a wealth of resources on American studies. It includes bibliographies, teaching materials, and multimedia content that can be used in academic settings.

MU Exams in Greece

The University of Mississippi (MU) offers exams in Greece through its MU Exams in Greece program. This program provides opportunities for students to take exams and earn credit for their coursework.

U.S. Summer Schools

A Brief e-Guide

The Fulbright Foundation offers a Summer School program that provides educational opportunities for students from Greece to study in the United States.

New Coordinator Greek Scholarship Program

The Greek Scholarship Program is one of the Fulbright programs that supports Greek educators and students. The program aims to foster cultural and educational exchange between Greece and the United States.

Fulbright Scholarship Fundraiser at the Benaki Art Supports Education

On January 20, the Fulbright Foundation hosted an event in Athens to raise funds for its scholarship programs. The event was held at the Benaki Museum, which is a major cultural institution in Greece.

Support the Fulbright Scholarship Program and build an art collection. Fulbright alumni create diverse works of art to help raise funds for the scholarship program.

Great Ideas

The Great Ideas series is a program that brings together prominent speakers to discuss important issues of our time. The series is hosted by the Fulbright Foundation and is open to the public.

Letter from the Executive Director

In today's world, it is our mission to bring together people from different cultures and backgrounds to learn from each other.

Fulbright Foundation–Greece

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is committed to promoting educational exchange and cultural understanding between the United States and Greece.

Fulbright Foundation

The Fulbright Foundation is a program that provides study and research opportunities for students and scholars from around the world. The foundation is funded by the U.S. government and is administered by the U.S. Department of State.

EducationUSA

Advising and Outgoing Programs

EducationUSA is a network of U.S. government-funded advising centers around the world. EducationUSA offers advising and support for students interested in studying in the United States.

Support

Support the Fulbright Scholarship Program and build an art collection. Fulbright alumni create diverse works of art to help raise funds for the scholarship program.

Great Ideas

The Great Ideas series is a program that brings together prominent speakers to discuss important issues of our time. The series is hosted by the Fulbright Foundation and is open to the public.

Letter from the Executive Director

In today's world, it is our mission to bring together people from different cultures and backgrounds to learn from each other.
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A week-long seminar on Multicultural Education was organized in October 2010 to present this initiative. Three former U.S. participants with other educators.

Trainers workshops to help share the experiences of the participants with a better understanding of the two national cultures. Participants will include source specialists who have responsibility for curricu-lum and instruction in the social sciences, humanities, and natural sciences.

MSU Exams in Greece

A Brief e-Guide

U.S. Summer Schools
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New Coordinator

Greek Scholarship Program

Fulbright Scholarship Fundraiser at the Benaki Art Supports Education

Fulbright News

On January 27, 2011 the Fulbright Foundation of Greece organized its 10674th annual awards ceremony. Th e Fulbright Foundation of Greece is one of the few foundations worldwide that off ers such opportunities to Greek scholarship recipients. Th e artwork is for sale and the funds raised will be used to support the current and future recipients. Th e artwork is for sale and the proceeds will help raise scholarship funds for future recipients. Th e artwork is for sale and the funds raised will be used to support the current and future recipients. Th e artwork is for sale and the proceeds will help raise scholarship funds for future recipients.
Notable Fulbright Alumni News

Flora Graeca

The English botanist and amateur photographer Flora Graeca: How the Mediterranean Came to England, also known as Flora Graeca, has been receiving much praise and attention in recent months. The book, published in 2018, documents the author's journey through the Mediterranean, capturing the beauty of its flora and fauna through her lens. The work is a testament to the power of photography in preserving the natural world.

Landscape into Architecture

In his book, Flora Graeca, the author explores the relationship between nature and architecture, presenting a new way of seeing the world. The book has been influential in the field of landscape architecture.

Onassis Cultural Centre

Onassis Cultural Centre is a leading cultural hub in Greece that has welcomed many international artists and scholars. Known for its innovative programming, the centre has been instrumental in fostering cultural exchange.

Global Citizenship Award

The Fulbright Foundation recently awarded the Global Citizenship Award to a distinguished Greek artist. The award is given to individuals who have made significant contributions to the understanding of global issues.

American Scholars

Here are some of the American scholars who have been awarded Fulbright grants to study in Greece:

- DeFOREST, Dallas
- BERETTA, Alan
- BESBEAS, Panagiotis
- GRADUATE STUDENTS
  - ARGYRIDIADOU, Evangelia
  - KOROXENIDI, Alexandra

Building the Future Fulbright Donors Recognized

The Fulbright Foundation recognized its donors who have provided significant support to the program. The donors have helped ensure the continued success of the Fulbright program in Greece.

2010-2011 Scholarship Recipients

Here are some of the 2010-2011 scholarship recipients:

- Art History Professor
  - CRUZO, Maria
  - YIAPPAS, Giorgos

- English Teaching Assistant
  - MARCHI, Julius
  - CHIOU, Victor

- Assistant Professor
  - GIANNOPOULOS, Georgios

Greek Scholars DAKAIS Scholars

A group of Greek scholars has been awarded the Dakais Scholarship program, which aims to support the development of young Greek scientists and researchers.

RUSKIN RESEARCHERS

The RuskIn Program has provided research opportunities for a group of Greek students.

ARTISTS & ART SCHOLARS

A group of artists has been awarded grants to study in Greece as part of the Fulbright program.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF THE UNITED STATES INSTITUTES: SECONDARY EDUCATORS

A group of secondary school teachers from Greece has been awarded scholarships to attend the summer institute.

C. Thomas, a retired English teacher, was among the students who received the Fulbright grant. He is currently teaching at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. His work has been recognized for its innovative approach to teaching English to non-native speakers.

It is important to give by conviction and not because of wealth.

- Flora Graeca

Struggling to pay for tuition? Get help from Fulbright.

Fulbright Foundation has been active in Thessaloniki since 1948. As part of its mission, the Foundation has awarded many scholarships to Greek students and scholars.

The Fulbright Foundation recognizes the importance of providing its scholars and students with the opportunity to expand their horizons and gain new perspectives.

The Fulbright Foundation has been active in Thessaloniki since 1948. The Foundation has awarded many scholarships to Greek students and scholars.

The Fulbright Foundation recognizes the importance of providing its scholars and students with the opportunity to expand their horizons and gain new perspectives.
Fifty Pauses in Thessaloniki

Thessaloniki, also known as Salonica in Latin, has been receiving much press and media attention.ufflesons, also known as Salonica in Latin, has been receiving much press and media attention. M. Serefas, a well-known Romaniote Jew, has written a book titled “Fifty Pauses in Thessaloniki” exploring the city by foot. “Walking is the only way to see a city,” according to Serefas. This unusual travel guide is meant to help travelers get to know the city, learn about its history and culture, and experience its many faces. Anyone strolling through Thessaloniki today, even if just visiting for a few days, will find something new and interesting to discover. It is a unique way to explore the city and gain a deeper understanding of its rich history and diverse culture. Whether you are a local or a visitor, “Fifty Pauses in Thessaloniki” is a must-read for anyone interested in exploring this beautiful city.
Notable Fulbright Alumni News

Flora Graeca

by Sirena Zotou

As a Fulbright Scholar, Sirena Zotou was on a one-year project in the United States. After she returned to Greece, she published the book "Flora Graeca: How the Mediterranean Came to America," by Stephen Harris of Oxford University Press. The book is a history of the influence of the Mediterranean on American culture, focusing on the role of the Mediterranean in the development of American music and literature.

landscape into architecture

by Anna Koster

Anna Koster is a Fulbright Scholar who studied architecture in the United States. She is currently working on a project that explores the integration of landscape and architecture in modern design. Her work focuses on the use of natural elements in building design and how they can be used to create sustainable environments.

Theatre and Music

by Alex Zohar

Alex Zohar is a Fulbright Scholar who studied theatre and music in the United States. He is currently working on a project that examines the influence of music on theatre and how it can be used to convey messages about social issues. His work focuses on the use of music in theatre productions and how it can be used to create powerful and dynamic performances.

2010-2011 Scholarship Recipients

American Scholars

Europe Scholarships & Awards

Europe Scholarships & Awards

Asia Scholarships & Awards

Asia Scholarships & Awards

Oceania Scholarships & Awards

Oceania Scholarships & Awards

Latin America Scholarships & Awards

Latin America Scholarships & Awards

Caribbean Scholarships & Awards

Caribbean Scholarships & Awards

Central America Scholarships & Awards

Central America Scholarships & Awards

Africa Scholarships & Awards

Africa Scholarships & Awards

Middle East Scholarships & Awards

Middle East Scholarships & Awards

Far East Scholarships & Awards

Far East Scholarships & Awards

The Fulbright Foundation is a partnership between the United States Department of State and the United States Department of Education. It is sponsored by the United States government and is supported by private and public funding.

Building the Future Fulbright Donors Recognized

The Fulbright Foundation is a partnership between the United States Department of State and the United States Department of Education. It is sponsored by the United States government and is supported by private and public funding.
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Thanassis Bazoukis, Program Participant

functions such as faculty meetings, Parent-Teacher Association in Fairfax, Virginia. The Greek teachers attended school meetings and were introduced to the curriculum. Teachers were paired with the Greek teachers to guide them in understanding the American educational system.

American Studies Resource Portal

The Fulbright Foundation and the Greek Ambassador to the United States have launched a new portal for American Studies, which includes resources such as libraries, archives, and academic programs.

Building Bridges Across the Aegean

This program was designed to foster cultural exchange and promote understanding between Greece and the United States. It included cultural events, workshops, and academic seminars.

Greek Education Professional Development Program

Twenty teachers were selected to participate in the program, which was supported by the Fulbright Foundation and the Greek Ambassador to the United States. The program included academic training, field experiences, and networking opportunities.

MU Exams in Greece

The MU exam was administered in Greece, with more than 15,000 individuals participating. It is the highest ranking exam in the region and is used for admission to leading universities.

U.S. Summer Schools

A Brief e-Guide

The Fulbright Foundation has created an e-guide to help students and parents select the right summer school program.

New Coordinator

Greek Scholarship Program

Support the Fulbright Scholarship Program and build an art collection. Fulbright alumnus and artist works of art to help raise funds for the scholarship program.

Great Ideas

The One Global Forum, an initiative of the Fulbright Foundation, celebrated its second year with a focus on education, technology, and global citizenship. The forum brought together leaders from around the world to discuss ways to improve education and technology in the global community.

Becoming Fluent: The Power of Language and Culture

The Fulbright Foundation has released a new book, "Becoming Fluent: The Power of Language and Culture," which explores the power of language and culture in shaping our identities and understanding of the world.

Fulbright Scholarships

The Fulbright Foundation offers a wide range of scholarships to support students and educators around the world. The scholarships cover a range of areas, including arts, humanities, social sciences, and education.

International Law and Global Governance

The Fulbright Foundation has launched a new program, "International Law and Global Governance," which aims to train future leaders in international law and global governance.

Building Bridges Across the Aegean: Beyond the Island of Piraeus

This program was designed to build bridges between Greece and the United States. It included cultural events, workshops, and academic seminars.

The Fulbright Foundation recognizes the importance of international and regional cooperation, economic development, migration, and climate change as key issues for the future. The foundation supports research, teaching, and cultural programs that address these issues.

This call for proposals was also highlighted during our seminar on Multicultural Education at the New School. The seminar explored the importance of multicultural education in today's diverse classrooms.

ARTS SUPPORTS

Fulbright Scholarships

The Fulbright Foundation recognizes the importance of cultural exchange and supports artists and scholars through scholarships.

The alumni artists have exhibited internationally, sharing their work and ideas with fellow alumni. The scholars represent a wide range of disciplines and provide inspiration to others.

For more information, please visit: www.fulbright.gr